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ABSTRACT 
vehicle driving simulation, collision detection, and collision sirr~ulation of rigid bodies 
are not new in their corresponding .literature, but the integration of all these techniques is a 
ch~.Ileng~~ng and interesting topic. Some special requirer~~ents arise when they are combined, 
especially when multiple vehicles, located at different places on a network, are involved in 
collision simulation. 
This thesis implements anetwork-based vehicle collision detection and response 
simulation system. This system has aII the components that are required by vehicle driving 
simulation. It supports vehicle-to-scene and vehicle-to-vehicle collision detection and 
response simulation in real-time required by human-in-the-loop driving simulation. 
.Additionally, it supports collaborative driving simulation for multiple vehicles in the same 
virtual environment operated from different physical locations. It provides consistent and 
realistic collision response for vehicles that collide. 
A. network-based collision server is developed to accommodate vehicle-to-vehicle 
collision detection and response simulation. A general collision algorithm supplies consistent 
collision result for all collided vehicles. The method takes advantage of open Scene Graph's 
USG} built-in collision detection functionality for vehicle-to-scene collision detection. For 
vehicle-vehicle collision detection a two stage process is introduced which employs a 
bounding circle localization technique and Cohen-Sutherland clipping. A simple but realistic 
vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-scene, collision simulation algorithm is developed with a 
friction model and a n~odil~ied coefficient of restitution model, based on a vehicle collision 
simulation algorithm presented by Macmillan. 
In~ple~nentation testing shows that the network-based collision simulation system can 
provide areal-tune, realistic and robust system in a network with relatively small time lags 
delay, such as a L~~, a city network, and son~ee inter-city networks. The implementation has 
demonstrated support for simultaneous collision simulation with up t© 32 ti~ehicles operating at 
reasonable speed in local area network. 
1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1. ~.. l~~oti~~ation 
In companies, universities, and research institutes around the world, there are at least 
one hundred vehicle simulators in use with different levels of ability [ 1 ] . usually, they are 
used for vehicle design evaluation, driver behavior studies, or traffic safety studies. Real-tirr:~e 
human-in-the-loop simulators can give the driver a very "real" feeling by introducing stereo 
visual, audio, force feedback, and physical motion effects. vehicle si~nulatars generally da not 
incorporate collision sin~.ulation. 
Like most engineering simulations, methods for representing the collision of moving 
bodies ranges from the highly accurate and hence computationally demanding techniques, 
such as non-linear finite element impact analyses, to the physically simple and computationally.
less den~~nding, such as a ball bouncing off a wall in a computer game. Physically accurate 
vehicle collision or crash evaluation is done o ne due to its high computational .requirements. 
Detailed non-real-time vehicle collision simulations have been used for more than forty years 
in the automobile industry for assessing a vehicle's collision safety, and in traffic accident 
cases for reconstructing accidents. 
Meanwhile, with continuing rapid development of computer technology, virtual reality 
tVR} is now very popular. For :many VR applications, simple collision detection is used solely 
far user's navigation. More complex collision simulation is used in relatively few of them, 
generally those designed. far certain special purposes, such as virtual prototyping and assembly 
simulation. 1Vlany 3I3 games in the mar. ket involve same sort of vehicular interaction bracing, 
etc.}. These generally have some specialised vehicle collision response simulation, but most 
of them are simplified to maintain real-three performance. Sometimes, the collision response is 
not reasonable and not consistent for multi-user games, especially for those designed to 
operate in a distributed networked enviro~nt.. 
In this thesis, avehicle-to-vehicle collision detection and simulation algorithm is 
developed and implemented in addition to vehicle-to-scene collision simulation such as in 
Knight's thesis [2~. The collision algorithm is a compromise between anon-real-time detailed 
collision simulation algorithm and very simple, but often physically unreasonable, vehicle 
collision simulation algorithm. The result is a real-time, physically reasonable, and realistic 
collision algorithm. Additionally, it supports the consistent collision responses for rnulti-
vehicle simulation by introducing anetwork-based collision server, called the collider server. 
It eliminates or minimizes the inconsistency of collision results caused in multi-vehicle 
simulation in which the collision algorithm resides on clients running individual vehicle 
simulations as well. Anew networking architecture is developed to realize the functionalities 
of the collider. The integration and implementation of different simulation cott~ponents 
(vehicle dynamics model, image generator, network server, and collision algorithm) is 
described as well. The resulting system has all the basic components needed to support a 
realistic multi-user virtual driving simulator. 
Figure 1-1 Side by Side Cc3llision Simulation 
3 
Figure 1-2 Front-to-Side Collision Simulation 
1.2. Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 gives a brief literature review of vehicle driving simulation, collision 
detection, and rigid body collision simulation {vehicle-to-scene collision simulation), and 
presents the specific methods and algorithms used in this thesis. Chapter 3 through chapter b 
explains the details of the network-based vehicle collision simulation system. Chapter 7 
presents test results of the usability of the whole simulation system. Chapter 8 gives the 
conclusion for this thesis, and points out remaining challenges and suggestions for future 
works. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
~. ~. Driving Simu.iation 
Driving simulation technology stems front its predecessor, aircraft simulation. 'The 
earliest flight sirriulator started in 1910. In early 197os, General ~/Iotors and Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University created the first human-in-the-loop driving 
simulator that included a 16 degree of freedom (DOF} vehicle dynat~ics model and a small 
motion base ~ 1 ]. Since that ..time, more than one hundred driving simulators have been 
developed around the world from very simple to very advanced. The simple ones generally 
have a fixed base with a simple vehicle dynamics model and relatively poor graphics effects. 
'The very advanced ones, like the rational Advanced Driving Simulator {~ADS~ at the 
University of Iowa, generally have a very powerful and precise motion base, high fidelity 
vehicle dynamics model, high quality visual and audio generation system, and so on. ~To 
matter how simple or advanced a driving simulator is, it includes four basic components 
C1~~=4]; 
~► Real-time simulation of a complex physical system. 
• Simulation. of environment. 
• Control devices. 
+~ visual and audio system.. 
A driving simulator gives a user the impression of actual driving by simulating and 
visualizing the environment changes, sound changes, hepatic force feedback and motion 
changes X5,6,7]. with continually increasing network bandwidth, more and more recent 
research is focused on joint or collaborative driving simulations distributed on network that 
support multi-driver rather than single driver operation. Balling, et al. [8] is an example of 
collaborative driving simulator that supports dual-location driving simulation. Based on the 
collaborative driving simulation, ;night moved further by adding vehicle-to-scene collision 
simulation [2]. The collision simulation algorithm in his thesis v~~orks as an external module of 
a con~.~nercially ava:il~.ble vehicle dynamics ~r~odel called vD~~`~ ~~~~ 
2.2. dlllslvu ~eteetou and Response S u~atio~ 
olli ion +detection has been extensively pursued in the fields of robotics and 
co~n~utational ge+~~etry. For different collision models, dilerent collision detection ~r~etho+ds 
are used. din .nd his colleagues presented various collision detection algoritbn~s in [~, 1. o, 11, 
1~~. host of there can be used for complicated and large-scaled collision detection scen~os. 
~3ut they .are unsuitable for real-thee simulation., especially for situations v~here objects move 
quicl~.ly. 
~n the f~eids of physical-based simulation, confuter graphics, and confuter anin:~.tion, 
cou~sion detection and response animation is not nevi. For most cases, the simulation and 
animation reuh-e real-tine, so more and more sin li~ied and lnited collision detection 
algorithn~~s are developed. The typical si~lied co . "on detection ~r~ethod is collision 
detection for eon~~ex polygons ~ 13]. T~ ~~ethod can be used in several situations, such as 
user n.avigat%on, by representing the user as a box, ray picking,. and si~nle object collision 
detection such as box, sphere, and cylinder}. 
~n con~uter graphics and. animation, there are nun~rous ~goritl~rns for dynanzies 
simulation. of rigid digs ~ l , 1 ~, 1 ~, l.'~ . But most o~ thern pad more attention. to lure 
static or pure d~~c sin~ lation than cols-ionsimulation. For collision snulation, Moore 
and ilhens presented a r. thod to simulate the collision force, 'Whey represent the collision 
force between tv~o penetra~g objects v~ith springs and there is nc~ frrict%on force involved in 
their colson response.. I~:aachi, u~u~~i and aura used impulse fiction force to simulate 
:gid body not%on and col~sion response. They used static and dynana~ie friction inulse to 
simulate the fiction force. but the static i~ulse is band to i~nplen:~ent in practice. The 
coefficient of restitution n~thod is used for nor~r~ force calculation. 
~n~al presented a method for computer analysis and simulation of vehicle to barx-ier 
impact ~ . $~. The method used is valid for only some typical collision cases like car 
crashworthiness tests. Greene showed a method for computer. simulation of car-to-car 
collisions [ 19]. s goal. is to simplify the simulation process of car-to-car collision and 
provide a comparison of sin~.ulation results with crash test data. Both methods are relatively 
complex., and hence more accurate. 
2.3, eseah En~~~ias~is 
The research presented in this thesis addresses the needs of multi-user network 
distributed driving simulation. ~'he pr~~rnary challenge is to provide collision detection and 
realistic post-collision d~nar. :cs of vehicles at rates that enable real-t~rne hu~~an-in-the-loop 
interaction. 
for vehicle-to-scene Collis%on detection this work takes advantage of the ray-surface 
intersection functionality of an open source scene graph rendering package c~hed open Scene 
Graph ~o~. Abounding circle and the Cohen-Sutherl~~nd clipping algorith~~n ~2 ~ ~ are 
i.~nplemented for vehicle-to-vehicle collision detection.11~ac~an [22~ presents a simple 
collision. response calculation algorithm for vehicle-to-vehicle, and vehicle-to-scene, collision 
shnulation. This n~thod represents the vehicles as sin€ le rectangles, and treats the collision 
process as a singular atonic step through out which the collision force is constant, and the 
vehicle states remain unchanged, In this research, a new vehicle-to-vehicle collision algorithm 
is developed ba~~ed on l~acrrlan's .algorithm.. ~'he new algorithm. is improved t© be provided 
more realistic and general behavior by incorporating a friction force ~rnodel and extending the 
coe#cient of restitution model. 
. waiter ~~~~ presents a basic net~vorkiing architecture for multi-vehicle simulation. 'r'bis 
re~arch moves on waiter's approach for dealing with vehicle-to-vehicle collision detection 
and simulation and safe quitting. Anew collision server is added to realize consistent collision 
response far collided vehicles in the same detected collision. 
An independent and r©bust image generator tIG}, that is able to run in desktop mode 
and i~m~ersive made, is developed by using Gpen Scene Graph and vR 3uggler [24~ for multi-
vehicle driving simulation. It has the basic functionality required by any vii. application and 
necessary for multi-vehicle driving simulation. 
vD~AL is a can~.ercial vehicle dynamics simulator that has I~ degree of freedom. 
~DGF} [~5]. Anew Visual Basic ~~B} interface is developed to integrate the IG, netwarkaEng 
API and vD.~►~~, ~.lso, a new 't~~~'~TL ~JD1VI dll is developed for applying col~isian 
response from the collision algorithm to vI~A►I~TL integration loops. Additionally, a simplified 
vehicle dynamics model is implemented according to Gillespie's vehicle dynamics theory ~2~~. 
The simplified vDM is extremely useful for testing when many versions of commercial VD11~I 
is not available or the frame rate of can~mercial VD1VI is not sufficient, 
S 
3. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND SCHEME 
As well-designed software architecture is important for robust software development. 
A well designed architecture not only enhances maintenance and further development, but is 
also critically important for the effectiveness, robustness and correctness of the resulting 
application, I:n this cllaptei•, the network architecture designed for vehicle-to-vehicle collision 
detection is presented. The co:nnnunication scheme of each specific process between each 
component of the architecture will also be described. Finally, this chapter. presents the pros 
and cons of this architecture. 
3.1. et~Tork Architecture 
many general network. protocols, like 'TCPIIP, operate in the client-server style. The 
network architecture used in this research has the same style. As shown in Figure 3-1, the 
architecture consists of two main components, the surrounding clients and the central collider 
server. The ~coxnmon feature of client-server style architecture is that clients connect to the 
server, and the server serves clients. The differences are how the server servers clients, and 
what the clients do. 
Basically, the collider server used in this research has two subcomrponents, the 
network server and the collision server. The network server behaves as a connector. Each 
client connects to the server and sends a message to it. The server passes the message from 
every client to all the others. The network server manages the joining and quitting of clients, 
while it keeps other clients running normally. The collision server does collision detection and 
response calculation, and sends out collision message to corresponding clients via the network 






















On the client side, there are two subcomponents; the image generator (IG) and the 
vehicle dynamics model (VDM). As shown in Figure 3-1, irriage generator may connect to 
the collider server dirf:ctly or connect to the vehicle dynamics model and then connect to the 
collider server. Both. methods are useful for different conditions. Usually, the graphics frame 
rate of IG is lo~~~ dow~~ to 20-b0 Hz, it is acceptable for computer graphics. But for dynamics 
integration, too large .integration step decreases the accuracy of dynamics results. 
Additionally, too largc~ frame time causes failed collision detection that will be explained in 
chapter 7. So generally, it is bitter to separate IG and VD~I to gut them on different 
machine. The separation also makes VDM be capable of doing more complex dynamics 
calculation. If IG and VDM are simple enough, it is good to combine them together. That 
makes communication simpler. For this research, VDVI is separated from IG. 
~~ 
3.1.. ~. ~~etwork Server 
network server, like a bridge or connector, connects all the clients together, receiving 
and forwarding incoming messages. It is also a bridge between the collider and ail the clients. 
While the server farv4jards the messages to other clients, it can also forward the messages to 
collider. The server also takes care of the proper initialization and safe ending of each client. 
Additionally the network server supplies a consistent tuner far both server and clients 
so that the simulation is based on the same tinning. The Iasi functionality of network server is 
to synchronize the server and clients. Synchronization is important because it avoids flooding 
the server or other clients, or starving the server. Synchronization ensures that the sending 
rate of packets fromk. each client is such that both the server and clients have enough time to 
process tie packets, while simultaneously keeping the sending rate as high as possible to 
optimize the collision and dynamics accuracy, and visualization performance. 
3. ~.2. ~olli~.er 
Although the callider is part of the callider server's functionality, it is actually an 
independent module that can be used with either server side code or client side code. 
Basically, the collides is a collision center. It gets vehicles' states from clients ar the network 
server, and does the collision detection for the vehicle-to-scene and vehicle-to-vehicle 
conditions. If a collision is detected, the responses for the corresponding client {or clients} 
will be calculated and passed to the network server and then back to that client {or clients}. 
The specific collision detection and response calculation mechanism and algorithms will be 
explained in detail in Chapters 4 and 5. 
Besides collision detection. and simulation, the collides also needs to manage the list of 
simulated vehicles, the environment scene model, the vehicle collision model, and avoid 
duplicating the same collision. 
~l 
3. ~..~. Rage generator ~~~) 
the ~~ is a visua~zation progra~~n that depicts vehicle wing and collision siniuiation 
in a virtual environrr~ent in real tune. In this research, it is a client that connects to the collider 
server directly or indirectly. It receives ne~~ packets from the vehicle d~narnics model or 
other clients, and updates all vehicles' state and environment variables. As a visualization 
program, it has the t~pica~ basic functionality, such as navigation, ca~~era~vie~ specification, 
model loading and enviro~~rnent simulation. 
In order to improve graphics effects, it is often necessa~~ to predict the vehicles' states 
when there is no new information ava~able for a vehicle or the I~ is running Faster than the 
packet update rate. 'I'o nr~1~e the vehicles move smoothly in these situations, the dead-
reckoning technique is irnplerr~ented. 'I'he linage generator gnu t also deal with the situation in 
which arnultple vehicles are involved the simulation.. It needs t© add or remove vehicles from 
the 3~ .scene v~~henver the new client jo-ins or quits the sxntdation. since the IG does not 
connect to the server directly it so~neti~nes di.~cult to noti it of a dent quitting the 
simulation. the ~ gets update packets only from the vDl~, there is no direct information 
that intcates a client has quit. ~f course, there should be no more new pac~.ets from ~ dent if 
it has quit. but it is ~o possible that a cona~nunicaton pr~b~le ma.~ -cause packet delay for 
certain clients:. ~ the I lies to dis~inguis~h those tv~o situations. 
'the chic% d~~~s model ~~ does the integration calculation based on -user 
inputs ~st~e agie~ acceiration pedal, and hr~~e pec l~ and e~ternI force input ~hr~ce 
force., lateral I'o~ce, and co~son force. 'hhe autputs are the vehicle state values, including 
pasit~on, orientat-ion,. near .and angular velocity, and linear and angular acceleration, the 
vehicle dynamics model an h~ortant co~~ponent in vehicle drug smulation. 'Thus, it is 
etical for vehicle- cdl~on simulation. ner~lly, the more accurate the dyna~tncs rr~odel, 
the more accurate the col~~ion insulation result ~ be. 
~~ 
Hc~v~tever, the c©rnputational cast far a highly accurate ~DIVi is can quickly exceed the 
requirements fr~r real time simulation. In this research, both a highly accurate vehicle 
dynamics model and si~nplihed ~rehicle dynamics model are used. The highly accurate vehicle 
dynamics model is the con~n~ercial mailable Vehicle 1~yn~cs .1~nalysis 3~anlinear ~~D.A~~L) 
from ~ystenl. Technology, Inc. ~TI~, which has 1'~ I~t~F. For typical simulations on corrunan 
P~ platfar~rns, the integration tin~:e step can reach a,C~~ second ~~t3f3 s} for VD~►~~... This is 
sal ent~ugh for real tip simulation in mast cases, such as those with na extren;~ely high 
vehicle seed, n© large network delays. The sirnplif~ed model used in this thesis has only '~ 
I~~F and is created by author. its integration thne can be ignored compared to the 3r.~ scene 
rendering ti:~ne and co lis%an detection tip. Using the shnp3led ~TD~ is quite flexible 
compared to ~ .,, F~ither velocities or forces ~on~ the collision algorit~ can be applied 
to the s~nplifled VI~~ directly, The details about how the vehicle dynamics ~nt~dels are 
i~rnple~r~ented are covered in chapter ~. 
3,2. on~~:~~~~ ~~cee 
~~~.1. ~.a.~c~%ng ~r~der server 
Tie callider server must be launched before any client tries to connect to it. A1thc~ugh 
the coltsion agorithn~s can. running with either server side cede or client side cc~d.e, in this 
research, it %s hnple~ented on the server side for si.~~plicity. when the collider sower is up, 
the col~~sion a~gorithn~s are also runn~g as part of server, The server is bunched with two 
.inputs: rune is the suer port nu~~ber, the other is ~e environ~ent scene :model that is a ~~d 
for vehicle-to-scene coll%sion detection. C)nce the server is up, i~ is ready to handle the client 
connections. 
As sh~wr~ zn F~ig~ure 3-~, the server checl~s the s~c}c.et every run~~ing loop to serge any 
connection requests fr€~m clients. ~t a.lso executes the ca~~~siar~ algor￼thtns if any vehicle is 
connected, 
~J 
Waiting for connection 
1 
 ::~«►~ socket 
Figure 3-2 G©hider Server 
3.2.2. Launching IG and ~'D~~1 
As described above, the IG and VDM can work independently or together. Their 
specific interaction is determined by the network architecture relationship among these two 
and the collider server. A distinct launching process is required for both the separated and 
combined cases, as described below. 
• Separated IG and VDM 
If the IG and VDM work independently, then the IG is just a rendering program that 
visualizes the result of the vehicle dynamics model driven by the user. Also, it provides visual 
results from other clients. The details about this will be shown in following sections. The 
VDM is the source of data relating to the IG and collider server. With a separate IG and 
VDM, the IG has two running threads: one for driving simulation, and the other for 
processing vehicle update packets. As shown in Figure 3-3, the IG server is one of two 
threads that accept the VDM's connection to get vehicle update packets from the VDM. So 
the IG (SERVER?) should be launched before the VDM starts. The IG server passes update 
packets to the image generator by shared memory. Information needed for running the IG 
includes the environment scene model that should be the same as the one used in the collider 
server. 
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Waiting for connection 
Figure 3-3 Image Generator 
The VDM is must send data to both the IG and collider servers. Different VDMs may 
require different inputs. The arguments for running a VDM depend on which VDM is used. 
At least the VDM needs information about the IG server, collider server, and vehicle. 
Additional information may also include terrain data. 
• Bound IG and VDM 
If the IG and VDM are combined together, then there is no networking involved 
between the IG and VDM, and it is simpler for the application developer to interact with the 
IG and VDM. Running them requires information about the collider server, the environment 
scene model, and vehicle. 
3.2.3. Opening Connection 
The first thing that each client needs to do is to tell sever that a new client is going to 
join in. The collider server always accepts the connection from a client with a temporary 
additional channel. This temporary additional channel will become a permanent connection if 
the number of connections is still under the limit set by the application implementation. Based 
on the success or failure of the connection, different information will be communicated 
between clients and the collider server. As shown in Figure 3-4, the communication 
sequences between the collider server and clients are: 
a) Client connects to server; 
b) collider server assigns a temporary channel to the client, and checks if the 
connection is allowed; 
I5 
C~~a~t ~1' . 
Connects to 
Ack &Server Timep 
Init Vehicle Packet 
Connection 
Allowed 
Init Vehicle Packet 
Figure 3-~ Successful Connection 
If the connection is allowed, goes to c). 
c) Server sends acknowledge packet and synchronization timer back to client; 
d} Client sends initialization vehicle packet to collider server; 
e} collider server forwards the new client information to other clients and collision 
algorithms, then connection is done. 










f} Ser~~~er sends connection full message back to client, and closes the connection; 
g) Client keeps trying until time out or successful connection. 
If the IG and VDM work independently and the client (or VDM) connects to the 
collider server successfully, then the client (or VDM) will try to connect to the IG. The 
process is very simple. The sequences are shown as Figure 3-6. 
h) Client opens connection to IG; 
i) IG sends acknowledgment packet back to client, 




snit Vehicle Packet 
Figure 3=6 Connecting to IG 
3.2.4. Regular Communica.ti©n 
Most of tune during simulation, the primary information being passed is the vehicle 
update packet sent out by clients, Figure 3-7 shows the general state of the packet 
transmission process. Suppose that only one client sends out a packet at any given time. The 
client sends the packet to the collider server and the IG. If the IG and VD1VI are combined 
together, the VDM needs to send the same information to the IG, but it may not ~ in the 
same format. After the collider server gets the packet, it forwards the packet to the collision 
algorithms and all other clients except the one that sent the update packet. Then the collision 
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algorithms ~~lill do collision detection for the vehicle that has the same id as the update packet. 
All the clients (or ~'D1VIs) that get the update packet from the collider server forward the 
packet to the client IGs so that each. IG can update the vehicle state. In real. time simulation, 
all the clients send out update packets frequently. For the collides server, it just repeats the 
process described above. The result is that each iG connecting to the VDM gets update 
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Figure 3-7 Update Packet Transmission 
3.2.5. Collision Conditions 
We didn't talk about what happens if collision algorithm detects the collision while 
doing coili ion detection. This section is about this topic. The collision. happens when one 
vehicle hits the scene or one vehicle hits another vehicle if there are multiple vehicles available. 
For the first case, only one vehicle will get collision packet. For the second one, two vehicles 
will get the collision packets resulted from the same collision. Basically, the collision packet 
consists of collision response value, such as forces, moments, yaw rate, velocities. 
{once ~~i?1VI gets the collision packet, the collision forces and moments or the yaw rate 
and velocities would be the inputs for the next integration loop. So the vehicle's response 
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would be changed immediately after the next loop. And the new updating states will be sent 
to the IG connecting to this VDM and the collider server. 
Collision~Packet 
Figure 3-8 Vehicle-to-vehicle Collision 
3.2.6. Closing Connections 
The system should be robust with respect to one or more clients leaving the simulation 
at any given time. In other words, the overall simulation should continue correctly for all 
other clients. To ensure smooth transition, a client is permitted to quit only after getting 
permission from the collider server. The collider server then notifies the collision algorithm 
and all the other clients about of the departing client. This procedure is shown as Figure 3-9. 
When a client gets a quit signal, it sends out the closing connection request to the 
collider server and waits for confirmation. The collider server forwards the closing request to 
the other clients and the collider. Once other clients and the collider get the closing message 
from that client, they remove that client from their vehicle list and scene. At the same time, 
the collider server sends a confirmation packet back to that client. After client gets the 
confirmation packet, it sends the closing packet to the IG, and quits immediately without 
waiting for confirmation from the IG. The IG removes all vehicles from the scene, clears its 
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3.3. Architecture Pros and Cons 
As stated in the previous sections, the collision algorithm typically resides on the client 
side is moved to a network server. It is intuitive to think that the collider should be on the 
client side because the client actually represents a vehicle with which the collider does 
collision detection and calculation. This is reasonable if only one vehicle is involved. 
However, if the simulation involves multiple vehicles at different places, then problems arise 
with this straightforward approach. 
For example, consider two vehicles running in the same scene that hit to each other. 
Suppose both have colliders running and both successfully detect the collision, then both do 
the collision calculation. Because of the network delay, there is no guarantee that both detect 
the collision at the same time. The information from the client on the other end of the 
network is always behind real time. That means both vehicles get different collision responses 
calculated based on different collision conditions. The level of difference depends on how big 
the network delay is between these two clients. it is quite possible that client 1 gets the 
collision result as vehicle 2 hits 1, but client 2 gets opposite result. Figure 3-10 depicts this 
~4 
case schematically. Both clients catch the collision. But client 1 has a different collision 
situation than client 2. In the client 1 side of Figure 3-10, vehicle 2 hits vehicle 1 at time t2. 
But in the client 2 side of this figure at the same time, vehicle 1 hits rear part of vehicle 2. If 
we trace back to the middle area in Figure 3-1 d, it shows that vehicle 1 actually hits the front 
part of vehicle 2. This is correct behavior because both packets used for doing the collision 
calculation are fi•om the same time point that is t 1. 
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The advantage of moving the collider to a shared network resource is obvious. The 
information used for collision calculation from different clients is more likely from the same 
time point, so it is more accurate. Additionally, there is only one collider for all the clients. 
All collided vehicles get consistent results from the same collision calculation. So the collision 
~~ 
results calculated by one corder for all clients are more reliable, reasonable and consistent 
than the ones calculated by many colliders fr©~n each client, moreover, collision detection and 
calculation takes significant tune if the number of vehicle is large and the scene rnodel is 
complicated. we also kno~7 that the integration of the VDNI the IG take a lot of CPU time 
when the vDlVi is accurate (large number of l3oF} and the scene model is cornplicated. It is 
possible that the simulation can not be run in real time if the corder resides on the clients. So 
moving the eollider to a network server is a u~=ay to reduce CPU load on client side, especia~y 
when the IG works with vD~ on each dent. 
Nothing is perfect. The collider server introduces network delay that decreases the 
rr~aximun~ velocity of vehicles in order to catch and characterize collisions successfully. The 
detasls about the perforrnance and its relationship with network delay are explored further in 
chapter f . 
~~ 
4. COLLISION DETECTION 
It is easy to understand what collision is in the real world. It is a very common 
physical phenomena that happens anytime, anywhere in our daily life. For a simple example, 
consider a pencil dropping onto a desk; the pencil collides with desk, bounces, and then co~:~es 
to rest on top of the desk. When basket ball. hits the back board, the bah collides with board, 
and then the ball bounces back. For a more complex example, when two vehicles crash to 
each other, they collide, and cause daa~nage. It happens so naturally that eve seldom tlLink 
about when collision happens, and how we might represent it digitally. we never worry about 
the pencil penetrating the desk and falling to the floor, or the basketball going through the 
back board and never bouncing back. That is the real world. For the digital world, or virtual 
world, things are +different. 
This chapter shows how collision happens between a vehicle and .the scene, and 
between moving vehicles in a virtual world, and how it can be represented. we presume a 
digital environment exists that consists of some ob3ects (such as w~~ls, buildings, trees, etc), 
and some vehicles in an interactive 3D virtual environment. The scene is stationary, but the 
vehicles are not. The goal is to represent realistic behavior when a vehicle hits the scene or 
another vehicle. Although the collision detection algorithms used in this research are not 
complicated, they build on some basic con~on ideas of various well-developed algorithms to 
provide a reasonable co~r~pro~nise between real-th~ne performance, and realistic physical 
behavior. 
~#. ~. ~~c~ud 
Collision detection is fundaa~nental. in simulation of physical the world, such as virtual 
assembly, robotics, 3D ga~rnes, computer aa3.~rnaton, physically based modeling, and so on. 
Different levels of collision detection a,~gorith:rns are used in different specihc h.eld.s. The most 
con~nonly used a~orithn~s include the -Canny closest features algorit~ ~9~, V-+Clip [27], 
~3 
I-Collide [ I~], ~38E-tree ~ 11, 2~]. The other uncor~nnonly used algorithms is V-Collide [ 1~~. 
Collision algorithm generally falls into one of three categories, based on their primary origins 
and applications: robotics, computational geometry, and simulation in large-scaled virtual 
environrr.~ent. 
In the robotics literature, collision detection is generally developed in the context of 
path planning, The goal is to plan collision-free paths for a robot in a restricted environment 
by using sophisticated mathematical tools. These are distinguished from simulation-based 
applications, in which motion is subject to a dynamic and unpredicted environment and can 
not be forarned as a function of time. Collision detection and distance corr.~putation are central 
to the tech~r~ques considered in the robotics literature. 
Far computational geometry, collision detection is used for detecting object 
interference v~lithin a static environment. The objects are either at a fixed location and 
orientation or nave slightly from frame to frame. 'These techniques are very different from 
the other two categories. 
simulation in large-scaled virtual environment, like this research, deals with collision 
detection in alarge-scaled scene with hundreds or thousands of polygons, and rr~any moving 
objects. Even though the scene is fined, the moving objects are unpredicted. Their motions 
are affected by external inputs such as force. 
Any collision algorithm needs a specific collision model and query type. The collision 
model is the representation of objects that are collision candidates. Examples of collision 
models include polygonal models, constructive solid models and para~rnetric surfaces ~~9~. 
The complexity of the model determines the complexity of collision detection. 
The query type refers to how the algorithm reports collision results. For example, some 
algorithms compute the penetration distance of colliding objects andlor their separation 
distance. ether algorithms determine the intersection points and intersection surface nor~r~~al, 
In some applications, the details of the collision area are deter~rnined. 
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4.2. Collision model 
Before describing the collision detection algorithms implemented in this research, the 
collision model for vehicles and the scene are presented. 
4.2,1. Collision ?Model for Vehicle 
An actual vehicle is comprised of numerous parts characterized by very complicated 
geometry. It is impossible for a complex geometric model to be used in real time simulation 
of collision detection. It is also unnecessary —since the collision response is limited to the 
two-dimensional yavv plane of the vehicle, a simplified model is sufficient for collision 
detection. The collision implemented in this research is a simply a rectangle with the same 
width and length as the real vehicle. Atypical collision model is shown as Figure 4- l . 
The four edges represent the front, rear, left and right sides of the vehicle. The model 
also incorporates pitch, roll and yaw angles as u1ell the vehicle cg height and dynamics 
properties, such as position, velocity and acceleration. The additional properties enable the 
modeling of the vehicle dynamic behavior, and not always in a plane parallel to the world 
coordinate planes. 
Figure 4-1 Collision 1VI€xlel for Vehicle 
~~ 
4.2.2. collision Model for Scene 
For vehicle-ta-scene collision, the Open Scene Graph ~OSG} line segment to surface 
intersection functionalityT is implemented. Inside the ~S~ scene graph tree, objects consist of 
hundreds and thousands of surfaces (polygons}. QSG is very efficient at computing the 
intersection of a line segment with object models. The collision model for the scene is thus a 
polygonal model 
4.3. Vehicle=to-scene collision detection 
As stated in the previous section, the collision model for a vehicle is a rectangle 
consisting of four line segments. For vehicle-to-scene collision detection, the vehicle model is 
decomposed into four lines segments. By using OS~ internal line segment to surface 
intersection functionality, vehicle-to-scene collision detection can be done easily with four 
successive intersection tests. 
4.3.1. Line Segment to Surface Intersection Detection 
Consider line segment intersection with a convex polygon (most graphics primitives 
are convex, or can be easily decomposed into sets of convex polygons}. The Tine to surface 
intersection detection is very efficient by exploiting a hierarchical filter. There are three steps 
in the intersection process, as shown in Figure 4-2. The first step is to test if the line segment 
crosses the plane that contains the polygon. If the first step passes, the second step is to 
compute the intersection point of the line segment and the plane. The last step is to test if the 
intersection paint is inside the polygon. Each step here can be done with several dot products 
of vectors. 
Because the length of the line segment is limited, it fails to pass the first step test for 
most of polygons. There is no necessary to do the next two steps for most cases. 
Additionally, by using the hierarchical bounding volume of nodes in scene graph tree, it 
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dramatically lowers the number of polygons to be tested. So the line segment to convex 
polygon intersection testing can be done very efficiently by OSG. 
Figure 4-2 Line Segment to Surface Intersection Test 
4.3.2. Collision Query 
As required by vehicle driving simulation, the collision responses, such as forces, 
moments, etc, are calculated after calculation detection. To support the collision response, 
the intersection details must be returned by the collision detection. The normal of the collision 
surface is needed for determining the directions of the collision and friction forces. The 
collision points are also necessary for computing collision forces and moments and for 
deciding which point on the vehicle the collision forces should apply. The penetration 
distance between two collided objects is not used here. 
Once OSG detects any intersection of a line segment to polygons of scene, the 
intersection points and normal vectors can be obtained easily. There may be several 
intersection points for a line segment and scene object, as shown Figure 4-3, but only the 
first paint is of interest. 
Figure 4-3 Several Intersection Points Case 
2? 
Usually, two or more vehicle bounding edges intersect with a scene object for each 
collision. Counting only the first intersection point on each edge, if there are two or more 
points available after all four bounding line segments have been intersected, then a single 
representative intersection point must be computed from them. The collision surface normal 






figure 4-4 Vehicle-to-scene Collision Cases 




the collision point. The. normal vector returned from OSG is used as the collision surface 
normal. 
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for two intersection point uses, such as case 3, ~ and S, the nvd point of the two 
computed intersection points is then as :the collision point. The collision normal is the vector 
that is perpendicular tc~ the line connecting two intersection points and opposite the 
approaching velocity vector of ~lehicie to barrier. 
~'or the four inter. section-point case, as shown in case ~, there ar. e two steps. first, 
points are co.rr~puted at the n~id .point of the lines defined by the inter. sectit~n points that are 
closest to each ether. Then the :lane seg~ent defined by these two points is bisected to get the 
collai.sion point and collision surface normal. 
4.4. ~~elcle-tc~-ve~~c~e coiso~ ~etect~on 
The algorit~ for vehicle-to-vehicle collision detection is sh~pler than the vehicle-to-
scene method because the vehicles are represented by four line seg:~nents each. one vehicle 
collides with another vehicle if any edge of ore vehicle intersects with any edge of another 
one. In Qrder to get collision points and normal and correctly, all the possible intersection 
tests n~ st be conducted for ill the edges. ~n order to reduce unnecessary calculations a two-
step collision detection tec~ue is epoyed. ~~rst, to quicl~ly e ' 'Hate cases in which the 
two vehicles are far apart, a mounding circa pro~'~nity f~ter i i~nple~nented. ~n the second 
step, the '~ohe~w therland dipping gorith~n {21 is used to sh~l~~ the nte~~section test 
and calcute inters~ctian points. 
4~4.~. o~ g +~~e 
The hadd~g ci~c~e ~~ v -y ~:~cie~t for s~~le collision detc~n ~s .shown ~u.re 
4-~. To shpli.~fy the computation, the cg position €~f the vehicle ~ wed directly as the center 
of tie u~g circle. The radius is the ~hnurn: distance from rctar~gle corner to the cg. 
The ca tion for- cc~ntinug to the second step that the center d~~t~nce df two hounding 
crrcies is less the the su~rn of their ". 
~9 
Figure 4-5 Sounding Circle 
x.4.2. Cohen-Sutherland Clipping Algorithm 
Cohen-Sutherland is a very efficient method for computing the intersection of a line 
segment with a rectangle. It treats a Line as two points, and transforms these two points into 
the local coordination system of rectangle. As shown in Figure 4-b, the four edges of the 
rectangle divide the space into nine distinct areas. Each area is represented by a four bit 
clipping code. The first bit indicates whether a point is located above the top edge.. The 
second bit indicates whether a point is below the bottom edge. The third bit indicates whether 
point is on the right side of the right edge. The last bit indicates whether point is on the left 
side of the left edge. If all bits are zero, then the point is inside the rectangle or on the edges. 
If two points clipping codes have the same bit value equal to 1, then that line is totally outside 
of the rectangle,. such as line l~ in Figure 4-b. in this case, it is simply rejected. If one paint's 
clipping cede is zero, but the other is not, then that line intersects the rectangle, like line 13 in 
Figure 4-b. In this case, it is accepted, and the intersection point is computed. For other 
cases the clipping is done with the left, right, tap, and bottom in order to get the new points. 
For rectangle to rectangle (or vehicle-to-vehicle) intersection detection, the idea is the 
same. The coordinate transformation is computed for one vehicle from the world 
coordination system to the local system of the other vehicle, and the clipping codes for four 
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conger points of transformed vehicle are computed. Then the Cohen-Sutherland clipping 
algorithm is applied four times. If a line segment is clipped, then intersection is detected, and 
an intersection point list is retuned. The intersection points are used for the collision query 
described in the next section. 
P~ 






Figure 4-6 Cohen-Sutherland Clipping 
4.4.3. Collision Query 
Collision response calculations for the vehicle-to-vehicle collision case also require the 
detection method to return collision points and collision surface normal. Vehicles collide with 
each other from any possible angle. For various different cases, different approaches are 
taken to yield reasonable collision points and collision surface normal. 
Figure 4-7 shows some genera] cases for ~•ehicle-to-vehicle collision. All of them have 
two intersection points. It is simple to compute the collision point that is the mid point of two 
intersection points, and the impact surface normal that is perpendicular to the impact surface. 
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Figure 4-7 Vehicle-to-vehicle Collision —General Cases 
Figure 4-8 shows two impossible cases for vehicle-to-vehicle collision. The following 
example illustrates this situation. Suppose the frame rate is 200Hz {0.005 sec/frame), and the 
width of vehicle is 5 feet. In order to achieve either case shown in Figure 4-8, the velocity for 
both vehicles must exceed 510.005/2 that is 500 feet/sec (340.9 miles/h or 548.b km/h). So 
condition is generally impossible far any typical vehicle. This discuss/on is focused on 
simulation within a local network. For long distance network simulation, both cases in Figure 
4-8 will be treated as a failed collision detection. This condition will be discussed in chapter 
?. 
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Figure 4-8 Vehicle-to-vehicle Collision —Impossible Cases 
Figure 4-9 shows two other impossible cases that have only one intersection point. 
This condition is not physically impossible, but almost never happens. The approach for 
dealing «Tith this one intersection point case is to wait until two intersection points appear. 
Figure 4-9 Vehicle-to-vehicle ColIishion -0 ther Impossible Gases 
For the cases _shown in Figure 4-10, after the Cohen-Sutherland clipping, four 
intersection points are obtained, In order to get a single collision point and correct collision 
surface norrr~al, the four points are divided into two groups according to their relative 
position. 'Then all the points in the same group that are supposed to be close to each other are 
~~ 
merged to one point. Finally a single collision point and collision normal can be calculated. by 
using the two intersection point method described in previous section. 
fmpac± surface 
figure 4-10 Vehicle-tcrvehicle Collision —Unusual Cases 
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5. COLLISION RESPONSE CALCULATION 
~ ased on info~tion obtained from collision detection, the vehicles' parameters and 
its dynamic state, this chapter presents algorithn~.s for determining realistic dynamic collision 
response in read time. The vehicle-to-vehicle collision response algorithm. is introduced in the 
brst section. It has two parts: na~an~entunz conservation and coefficient of restitution. 
Although the energy loss method is not used in this thesis, it is introduced as a reference for 
the coefficient of restitution technique. Several important coefficients used in the collision 
response algorithms will be pointed out in order to show how their values are determined in 
different collision situations. At last, avehicle-to-scene collision response algorithm is 
described briefly as a specialization of the general ~Tehicle-to-vehicle collision response 
algorithms. 
5.1. Vehicle-to-vehicle collision Algflrithms 
The goal of the collision response algorithm is to make the collision simulation 
reasonable and correct for a collaborative virtual environment, but not necessarily accurate in 
engineering detail. As explained in chapter 4, the vehicle model is sixnpli~ied as a rectangle 
consisting of four line segments. Further assumptions are made in this research to simplify 
vehicle collision simulation, namely: 
• Where is only one calli.sion at a time for one vehicle. 
• Collision force is a constant value throughout the same collision duration that Lasts 
only one frame tirr~. 
• Collision forces and moments are applied in the vehicle yaw plane. 
• The collision surface nor~~nal vector is in the vehicle yaw plane. 
• F'or vehicle-to-vehicle co111sion, the yaw planes of two vehicles are the same. 
Also, many sy~rnbals, conventions, and various coordinate systems are used to help 
explain and i~nplen~ent the collision simulation algorithrr~s in this chapter. Table 5-1 shows all 
3~ 
the symbals used in deriving of the collision response equations. Some of them will be 
referred to as vehicle specific by adding subscripts and superscript. 
Table 5-1 Vel~lcle Dynamics Symbols 
loo ~~mbol ~an~.e Unit Full erne 
~., 
1 v feet/sec velocity of vehicle at cg {vector} 
~. radlsec yaw rate 
~ p (lower case) feet/sec Approaching velocity at collision point of two 
impact bodies 
4 e. 1~T/A 
.~ 
Coefficient of Restitution 
5 ~, ~ 1A Coefficient of collision friction 
f P {uppercase) IA~ Factor of energy loss 
~ ~~ lbs Mass. of vehicle 
S Izz 1bs •feet 2 1l/ionzent of inertial 
~ I lb~ •sec Impulse of collision 
. ~ a w feet width of vehicle 
I 1 ~ 1 feet wheel base 
1 ~ ; v~ feet Traci. 
I3 h feet ~g height 
I~ ~ feet vector ern callision point tc~ vehicle cg 
And the conventions are. 
• All the variables used tam sign.. 
• 'f`he subs+crit `I' means vehicle I, `2' means vehicle 2, e.g., , means mass of 
vehicle ~: , a~ad ~ means rr~ass of vehcle3 
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+ .The subscript `x' means x component, `y' means y component, in the 
corresponding coordinate system, e.g., ti'. _r means the "x" component of velocity of 
vehicle 1. Variables do not contain symbols to indicate their coordinate system. 
+ The superscript `p' means post collision, `a' means pre (ante) collision, e.g,, V ~. 
means y component of velocity of vehicle 2 at the m©merit before collision. 
There are three kinds of coordinate systems including the World Coordinate System 
(WCS}, Vehicle Local Coordinate System (VCS), and Collision Coordinate System (CCS). 
Figure 5-1 shows the differences. 
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Figure 5-1 Coordination Systems 
+ tali coordinate systems obey the right-hand rule, and z is always upward. 
+ In VCS:, x is fvr~~=ard. So positive y is toward the left. 
• For CCS, the intersection line of the impact surface and_ vehicle yaw plane is the y-
axis. The line that goes through the impact point and is perpendicular to the impact 
surface is the x-axis. Given two colliding vehicles 1 ,and Z, positive x always paints 
to the side on which vehicle 1 stays. In other words, the x-value of vehicle 1's cg is 
J~ 
always positive in CAS. All variables will be transformed into ~~S for the collision 
response calculation. 
I~ order to remove the time variable from the collision response algorithms, the 




Since F .s assumed constant through out collision, then 
I = F ~ tit 
Where ~~ is collision duration, 
The advantage of using the impulse is that it does not require the collision duration in 
the collision response calculation to have the same value as the integration tune step during 
vehicle dyna:rnics integration. 
x.1.1. Basic y~an~cs ~'ropertles 
If two objects. are not totally elastic, then any collision between them causes energy 
Toss. but the total n~o~~ntu.~n is always n:~~intained throughout the collision. To calculate 
how much the energy is lost, two approaches are developed here: coefhcient of restitution and 
kinetic energy loss. for either one, the basic dynan~cs equations are the sa~~e. 
As shown in figure 5-~, suppose collision occurs between two vehicles vehicle 1 and 
2). Anal the cosion .point and cohision no~~~ vector are all mown. p~ ~a~ + ~►, i) and 
A2 ~~~ + b, i) represent vectors from the cg's of ~ corresponda vehicles to the collision 
point. many other variables are l~nown before cr~lision. They are: ~~ , ~. ~ , , , I~zz ? fix 
~i~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~Z~, , r~` ,and ~a .The un,n©~vn v~bles are: ~~x , 1i ~ ? ~Z~ ~ ~2~4 ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ y ~ ~~ 













Figure 5-2 Vehicle-to-vehicle Collision 
The linear momentum equations for vehicle 1 and vehicle 2 are: 
y a nz~ {Va — V~) = I a 
The angular m©mentum equations for vehicle 1 and vehicle 2 are: 
I~~ try — ~) = li X P~ 
-~ 
Izz2 (r° — ri } = I z x pz 
Z 
 i ~( 
Replacing the vector in equations 5-1, 5-2, 5-3 and 5-~ with their x and y components 
in the CCS, yields: 
~9 
For vehicle ~ 
For vecle 2; 






I~u~r~~ ~~~ sa.~r~e col~iso~, the ah~solute ti~a~u~s of collision forces or ~~P~lses for two 
vehicles sho~l~ be the sa~r , but with opposite sign. The relationships are: 
~}r 
=_ ~~ I~x 
~_ I z~, ~~, 




h :~ s eoe~cien~ of ~~ lsion ~etion tit saes itl~ ~erent coll ion 
~it: :tions. et~~ o~ tie ~etion ~o~l are comer+ ~ the newt seet~or~ ~~ ~s ehapter.~ ~~s 
~an~e des o ~ t~ positi~ ~al~e ~~~.~ that is 1~~ the :. l~s~i~~t~ ~~ Ito 
e~~ti ~- ~ ~ el : 
( 5-i5 ) 
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Substituting equations 5-12, 5-14 and 5-15 into 5-5, 5-~, 5-7, 5-S, 5-9 and _5-10, 
yields; 
I~~,~~r'1~ — r n) = I~xbi — ~lxa~ (5-18 ) 
n7~ (V x — ~Z x } — --I~~ ~ 5-19 ) 
r~z~ {V ~a -- ~~ y } — l~~x t 5—~~ ) 
I~z2 (r~ -- r~ } ~ --I~xbz ~' ,~tlxa2 ~ 5-21 } 
Representing the unl~no~n values with gi~len input values and the impulse for 
equations 5-1 f to 5-21, results in: 
fix ~ ~lx ~' I lx ~ ~~ ~ 5"~~ } 
~~~ = ~1 ~~ ~` lam" lx ~ ~~ (5_~3 ) 
rp — ~a ~ lllx~l 
! 




I lx ~ ~~ ~ ~-25 
y 3 
rp = r~ + ~--l~xb~ +,~.t1'~xa2} f I~~2 (5-27 } 
So far, there are six equations, but seven unl~nown variables. mother equation, 
developed in either one of the next tvvo sections, is needed to obtain a solution. 
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5.1.2. kinetic energy Loss 
Any collision causes energy loss. So the kinetic energy loss method introduced in this 
section is a candidate for this purpose. Suppose the kinetic energy before collision is ~~ ,and 
the energy after. collision is ~ p . Then there e~.ists the following relationship between them: 
( 5-28 ) 
Where P is the energy loss factor that ranges from o to a positive value that is less than 
l , and 
'~~ = ~~1 ~~Pz )
2 
~ ~1 ~~iQ= )~ -~- r1Z2 {V X }' + m2 (~2y ) w + I,~I (r~ }~ + IZz2 (r2 ) 2 ) l 2 ~ 5-29 } 
E~' _ ~rn~~ViX)" +m~(V,?)Z +m2~Vix~2 +m2(V y)Z +Izz,(r,°)Z +I.zz2~rp)Z)l2 (5-30 ) 
Substitute all the post collision variables from equation 5-22 to 5-27, 5-29, and 5-30 
into equation 5-28 and simplify, to get: 
~1 32 1+ f,~ + (b, —Na~)2  + l+,u + (bz — ,~a~2 ~s mt I~ 1 ~ I~ Z
— 2llz (—V,z. — ,uVl~. + ri° (~lal — b~) + V?x + ~V?y + r2 (b2 — ,Uc~2 ) 
+(1—P)~~h~~~ix}2 +(V,y)2)+lu,~r°)Z +m2 ~tVix )Z +(V?y)Z)+Izzz~rz )2 ) 
( 5-31 ) 
To .get the collision impulse, we have to solve .above quadric equation. Thus it is 
possible that there are two roots., or no root at all. As seen from equation 5-31, there are 
some potential problems, They include: 
• The computation is not simple. 
• ender ~~~ e~llison co~.ditohs, there is n€~ root. 
s If twa roots if they exist, one must b'e chosen, 
due to these cha:eges, t~~e kinetic energy logs ~~od is not adopted in this research. 
Instead, the coefficient of restitution method is us~~.~ which is introduced in the next section. 
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5.1,3. Coefficient. of Restitutitjn 
The coefficient of restitution method is a collision simulation algorithm based on the 
theory that the separating velocity of two collided objects at the collision point is always less 
than the approaching velocity at the collision point. Here, the approaching velocity and 
separating velocit}7 of two objects means the normal component of relative velocity of two 
objects. Figure 5-3 shows a simple example of relative velocity, approaching velocity, 
collision surface and collision normal. 
~t3`€o~io~ ~r€' ~.s 
Relative Velocity 
k~~Fcacrir~~ ~/elceity 
figure 5-3 Approaching Velocity 
If p represents the approaching velocity, then the relationship between pre-collision 
and past-collision states is: 
p~ ~ .~ep~ (5-3,~ ) 
Where ~ is coefficient of restitution (generally positive and less than Z, but in this 
research, it can be negative in some special cases}. These special conditions f©r a are 
described in the next section of this chapter. 
As shown in Figure 5-2, using the vehicle velocity and yaw rate t© represent p yields: 
p~ _ fix _ lrzx + ~"~ bz -- rl°b~ (5-33 } 
~3 
_~ ~~~~x ~lx+f;'b ,— rt 
Substituting equations s-33 and s-34~ into equation s-32, gives; 
-- ~lP + ~,~ bM -- ~~~ bl ~ -~{~.~~ - ~lx ~" pn b, ~' 
~1~ b~ } 
5-34 
{ 5-35 ) 
Replacing all post-state variables in equation s-3s v~~ith the ones in equations s-?~ 
through s-?7, results in; 
_` ~{Ua2 x -" V~ x +' 'r2 b 2 — 'rl bl 
-- {~2.~ — I lx l  ~I j — {~3x + r lx 11~2~ } (s~-~~ ) 
~- {'~2 + {--Ilxb, + ~l.~Ilxa~ } / Izz~ )b~ — {r
" -~- { jixbl — ~l ~xa~ } / l~l }bl
The sin~pli~ed version of the above equation is; 
Ilz ~ 1 +  (b, - fez )b~  + 1 + (bz - Naz ~bz~ _ ~1 + e)(Vzx + ri bz - Viz + rabi )) rn, Izz, m2 IzzZ
Let, 
( 5-37 } 
1 {bl - ,uaci )bl 1 {b2 - ,ua2 )b2 . 1Vl ~ = -•-~- + ,and 1V12 = + represent the reciprocal of 
~~~ m, I~2 
mass for vehicle 1. and vehicle Z. 
And let, 
_- ~l~ + r~~ bl ,and VP2x = V2x + r2 b~ present velocities at the collision point for 
vehicle 1 anal ~ respectively. 
~on3~g and s~npli~~ing Yields: 
( 5-38 ) 
in equation s-38, the term~.~'Zx - z is actuahy the approaching velocity of tv~o 
vehicles. So ~n the Final. equation it t~~.rns out that hpulse is related only to approaching 
velocity and the vehicles' mass. The equation ~-3S is very sn~le to hnplen~ent for con~putrng 
the co~~on l~hlse. ~o it is very easy to implennt the passing through cases for vehicle-
to-vehicle collision by setting a to a negative value. These details are covered in the next 
section. 
~.4i ~oll~lsion. ~oe~ cl£~t I~Zoc~els 
~.2, 1. ~o~lision ~~iction 11~ode~ 
A►.ccording to the classic Caulon~b friction model, if the relative tangent velocity of two 
contacted objects is not zero, the friction force between them is proportional to the normal 
force (,~f~ ). ~f the relative tangent velocity is zero, the friction force is equal to tangential 
force that should be less than ,us f~,, ,where ,us is the coefficient of static friction, For vehicle 
collision simulation, it is impossible to implement static collision friction force by using 
Coulomb's friction model. because there is no way to get the external tangential force to 
compote the static frictian force. The collision calculation is done in one single fra~rne tune. 
~To acceleration is involved. So the fiction force is set to fl if there is no relative tangent 
velocity between t~va objects. ~o~vever, if there is no static friction force in the collision 












Iri~~aCt SLt t~~e' 
! Y 
iii/I~~i.ilii!!ii!!ff! 
~r+e 5-~ ~~it~n Fr~ict~~n 
The lei collis+on case is head to :head coltsion. ~ec~use there is no relative velocity 
~g the ppet s~faee~ the frletlon force is o, loever! for the eo~son ease on the rlht-
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hand side of Figure .5-4, because the relative tangent velocity is not zero, the friction force is 
f T = ,u~'L,,, ,even though the relative tangent velocity is very, very tiny. During the simulati©n, 
when the second collision case happens, the vehicles spin apart frani each other very quickl}T 
and the resulting behavior appears unrealistic. 
To address this challenge, a ne~l collision friction model is introduced as shown in 
Figure S-5. The new model introduces a linear ramp so that small values of approaching angle 
{oc} y~.eld relatively small friction force contribution. As shown in Figure 5-5, a is the angle 
between relative velocity of the two objects and the collision normal as defined in chapter ~. 
The relative velocity is the difference of the velocity of vehicle ~ from the velocity of vehicle 
~ . In this research, trial and error testing indicated a reasonable threshold value at v~Thich the 
approach angle ramp stops is to degrees, The ramp in the above model simulates the 
tangential impure. The tangential impulse increases gradually along with approaching angle. 
1 p~ 90° Absolute 
Approaching Angle 





5.2.2. Caef~c~e~t of Restitution 1VIoc~el 
The coefficient of restitution is another coefficient used in vehicle collision response 
algorithm. This coefficient directly determines how vehicles behave after collision. Vehicles 
may bounce bask from each other, or go through each other. The response velocity nay be 
large or small comp~g to the velocity before the collision. All of these behaviors are 
4b 
determined by coefficient of restitution (F~). So, what determines the e value`? Basically, the e 
value is determined by the approach angle {o,}, relative velocity and collision point. The 
approach angle and relative velocity have been defined in previous sections. 
According to Macmillan [22], typical vehicle collisions have coefficients of restitution 
of between 0.05 and 0.3. For small approach angle, the lower value is a better approximation. 
For large approach angle, the larger value is better. Based on this, it is useful to set the 
coefficient of restitution as a function of the approach angle. It is defined here as: 
e(a} = 0.175 -- 0.125 cos{2a) { 5-39 } 
Figure 5-6 shows a as a function of a. 
Coefficient of Restitution Vs. Approaching Angie 
0.3 
m ... 







V  '0.05 
~0 ~0 6~ 
RPPrQaching Angle (a) 
s0 
Figure 5-6 Coefficient of Restitution ~s. Ap►proaching Angie 
The model shown above is for general collision cases in which the vehicles bounce 
back after collision.. It is very useful to implement collision cases in which the vehicles pass 
through each other,. as in a dancing blow, when the collisions .are not major. 
Figure 5-7 shows how such a minor collision is defined. There is a central box defined 
inside the vehicle. If the vehicle relative velocity, starting from the collision point, runs into 
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the vehicle central box, it is considered a major collision. Otherwise, it is a minor collision. 
For a minor collision, the e value is set to a negative value, then the two collided objects will 
not separate from each other. Instead, they get closer to each other, but at a smaller 
approaching speed. 
~, collision Point 
Relative Velpcity 
Figure 5.7 Major or Minor Collision 
Figure 5-7 also illustrates the basic idea of how to detect the minor collision. If the 
collision point falls outside the central box, then check if all vectors from the collision point to 
the four corners of central box sit on one side of relative velocity vector. The cross product 
of the relative velocity with all four vectors will do the job. If all the cross product values 
have the same sign, then it is a minor collision. Otherwise, it is a major collision. 
5.3. Specializations of Vehicle-to-Vehicle Collision 
By using the coefficient of restitution method, it is very convenient to simulate 
different collision scenarios, such as completely elastic objects or totally inelastic objects. 
There are, however, two other interesting collision cases: vehicle-to-scene and vehicle head-
to-head collisions. 
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5.3.1. Vehicle-to-scene Collision 
Because any scene object is stationary it can be treated as a vehicle whose mass is 
infinite and velocity is zero. By treating scene object as vehicle 2, a special case of equation 
5-38 is (vehicle-to-scene collision response): 
M, — 1 ~ (b, —~Cta~)b,  =1/~+0=0, and 
t~'P2x = V x + r2 b~ = 0 , so 
(1 +c){~jPir —VP,a) _ —tTPz{1+e) 
M, + M, 
—  
~ ~ 
5.3.2. Head to Head Collision 
x V~ 
a, 
~ mpact su Mace 
Figure 5-8 Head to Head Collision 
( 5-40 ) 
Vehicle head-to-head collision is a special case that is perhaps the simplest one. As 
shov~n in Figure 5-8, VAX = V, , Vl ~, = 0 , V2x = V2 , Vzy = 0 , r" = 0 , r2 = 0 , and b~ = bz = 0 . 
There is no collision friction force because the relative tangential velocity is zero. So µ=0. 
Substituting these values into equation 5-38, the result in: 
Itx — 1/~n, + 1/mZ
( 5-41 ) 
4~ 
5.4. f:ollislnn Responses 
After computing the normal impulse for Vehicle 1 (Ii,~ }, all the other impulses can be 
calculated front equations 5- 1.2, 5-14, and 5-15. Thus it is simple to calculate the forces and 
rno~r~ent applied at the cg point for each Vehicle. 1'~ereina:~ter, subscript `i' is used to represent 
either Vehicle 1 or vehicle 2. Suppose the integration time step for VDM is ~t ,then the 
forces will b~;; 
F~}, = I cy 1 L~r = ,ta~~ 1 ~t ~ 5-4~ ~ 
1V~t ~ -- (F~bi — ~,,a~ } -- {ba -- ~t }Iu I Qt ~ 5-44 ~ 
All the other post collision state values, such as fix , ~~~, , Vim, ~2 , ~'' ,and rp ,can be 
calculated using equations 5-22 to ~-27. After completing the collision response calculation 
for all the vehicles, the collider sends out the collision packet that includes .ail the collision 
responses to the corresponding client ~V~l~) via the network ser. ver. 
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6. VEHICLE DYNAMICS IMPLEiViEiVTTATI©N 
The vehicle dynamics model (VDM) is a central component of any vehicle driving 
simulation. The VDM integrates user inputs based on a model of vehicle parameters to 
produce the real time response of the simulated vehicle. The choice of dynamics engine is the 
central factor in balancing the realism and performance of the simulation. As introduced in 
chapter 3, for this work two different vehicle dynamics models were used: a simple 7 DOF 
model and a 17 DOF commercial dynamics simulation know as Vehicle Dynamics Analysis 
Nonlinear (VDANL}. 
6.1. VDANL Implementation 
VDANL is commercial software simulation produced by Systems Tech, Incorporated. 
VDANL provides an application programmers interface (API} that facilitates integration of 
VDANL with a user's program. This section focuses on how to set up the VDANI, to make 
it work with IG and Collider Server. 
VDANL 
cUser lnputs~
F~efl~e B~'!~4c: F'ait~ts 
art 
~1:~~ ~t ~Qp , 
... ... . .. .. ....... .... ...... . . . . .. ........ . .. .. .  . . . ... .... . ..... . .. . . .. 
I~xtarr~~1 lr~~ts' 
__ 
i~ ~l~si~~ ..... . .......... .. ........... . . .. ... ..... .. 
~~ ~# li p 




UDM VB DLL 
lnit Veh~le 
#rtit Gr~nn~tle~ns 
het !C~tlsi~n p~c#~~:t 
~e Out Vel~i le ̀  
I~pdst~ Raeket 






when VD~►~~L, receives collision responses front. the server, not all the response values 
are used, VD~►1'~L does not allow the user to overwrite its internal state values, so the 
application programmer cannot replace VD.~~~i, computed velocities and yaw-rates with ones 
computed by the collision server. Instead of direct replacement of these values, the 
application programer can influence the simulation frame hough means of a user defined 
module (L~Dl1/I} that is called by VDA►l~ at a specific time during each simulation frame. The 
capabilities of L1D11/I are limited. They include initializing vehicle parameters and initial states, 
querying 4~alues, and getting external inputs, such as collision forces, moment, and tire 
positions. Figure f -1 shows VD.~~L architecture and relationship among VD.A►NL, I.TDM, 
networking code, IG and Collider Server. 
The flow of the VDT simulation process is depicted in the leftmost box. This flow 
is broken into three stages: initialization, dynamics integrations, and end of simulation. 
x.1.1. Initialization 
During VDA►~rTI.., initialization, the VD1~S~TL, process calls the UDM, to allow it to 
initialize. The 1JDM reads in the initial vehicle parameters from a parameter file and returns 
them to VDA►~~... The U~DM also initializes the connections to both the image generator and 
the collider server. These connections are utilized by the UDM in subsequent calls to it from 
the Dynamics Integration stage of the VDA~~ process.These calls allow the LTDM to receive 
packets from the collider server and send out vehicle update information during the 
integration loop. 
6.1.2. Dynamics Integrations 
The dynamics integration. loop is the core of the VD~S+1L simulation process. At each 
step of the simulation, prior to state integration any collision forces and moments received 
from the collider server through a callback to the LTDi1/.[. Once the integration step is Brushed, 
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another call to the UI)1VI allows the newly computed vehicle state to be sent to the collides 
server and IG. 
b.1.3. End of Simulation 
When the simulation run terminates, a final call to the L3DM closes the connections to 
the IG and Collides Server. 
b.2. Simplified VUIVI Implementation 
The simplif ed VDM was written in Cf+ specifically for the present ~~~ork. It's 
architecture is far simpler than VDANL and as a result is much easier to integrate with the 
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'T`he other system. components in the simplified system are the san~.e a.s in the ~v~A 
case. Tile VD1VI integration processes are similar too, but the communications bety~►een VDNI 
and networking code are .much simpler and snore strai~htforv~ard. There is no intermediate 
~.TD~I involved and the sin~plif~ed can use post collision velocities and yam rates directly 
instead of computing collision paths by integrating collision farces. This means the simplified 
VDM changes velocity and yav~ rate of vehicle directly when it receives a collision packet. 
This sin~iihes the integration process, and rriakes the integration outputs consistent with the 
results of collision algorithm. It is applicable for sirr~ple vehicle dynamics model because the 
number of control parameters is srr~ah, and the correlation among those paraa~neters is love. As 
a result even .abrupt changes of several parameters v~=ill not result in system inst~bi~ty. 
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7. USABILITY TESTING 
In order to evaluate the usability of the collision detection and simulation scheme, it is 
important to consider the system's performance with respect to network delay. This chapter 
describes the performance of the systerr~ under different network delays: how large a network 
delay is tolerable, what the maximum number of simultaneous simulated vehicles is stable for a 
given delay, what vehicle velocity is acceptable for collision algorithm under a given delay, 
etc. 
7.1. Usability Analysis 
we test usability rather than performance because the principal concern is whether 
or not the system as a whole is usable rather than hove fast each component can run, It is true 
that faster coxnpflnent performance can n~~ake the system more usable, and sometin~s, 
perforrr.~ance itself is part of usability. But performance without reference is meaningless. In 
testing the usability of a vehicle collision simulation, the issue that we care most about is 
whether collisions are successfully detected when they occur, and if they are caught in a timely 
manner. 
In order to give a more specific meaning to these two reference criteria, consider two 
cases. First, consider the case of an undetected collision. As shown in Figure 7- 1, this 
happens when frame rate of the VDT is so low so that the gap between subsequent packet 
updates is too large relative to the the velocity of the vehicle. At the ~ th frame, the vehicle 
has not reached the barrier. But at the ~~ + 1}r~ fra~r~e ,the vehicle has completely passed the 
barrier. In this case, the collision detection alga►rithm will fail. If this case occurs when 
vehicle velocity is within expected limits, then the VI31VI's update rate is insufficient to 
support real time vehicle collision simulation. This is more likely the more complex the VDNI 
since this complexity of the model is a major factor in frame time. For testing purpose, the 
SS 
simplified VDM will be used to make the frame rate as rapid as possible. Different results 
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Figure 7-2 Late Collision Detection 
In addition to missed collisions, we must also consider collisions which are detected 
late.. Consider Figure 7-2. A collision occurs at tune t~, when the vehicle collides with the 
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barrier. But the vehicle does not receive the collision message until time t~, when it has 
already passed completely through the barrier. We refer to the elapsed time between when 
the client sends out a packet to the time when it receives a collision packet back as the 
response delay. Late collisions occur when the response delay is too large relative to the 
vehicle velocity. 
As shown in Figure 7-2, if V represents vehicle velocity, and ~r~sp represents response 
delay, then the vehicle travel distance due to response delay can be represented as: 
In order to maintain D at an acceptable threshold, (say less than a half of vehicle 
width), the response delay and the maximum vehicle velocity must be limited. Before 
describing the usability testing, let us first consider more of the details of response delay. 
~allision D~t~~lion 
end ~imul~tit~n __ ~-~.  , ~~~ 
~: 
Figure 7.3 Resp,~nse DeiBy 
r - - 
Figure 7-3 is a diagram of response delay. The tune from to to ti is the network delay 
from client to server. This delay depends solely on network distance and bandwidth. The time 
~T 
from t ~ to t~ is n:~.nipulat©n tune that depends on nurr~ber of ciients or vehcies {~ov~. The 
tune fxoxn t~ to t3 is cviiision tune, vwh~ch also de}aends on the number of vehicles if the 
co~ision agor~th~n is fixed. The tine from t~ to t,~ should he the same as net~or dewy. So 
response -dewy consists ©f net~rork dewy, ~nanipuiation and collision time. ~Ve can merge 
manipulation tune and collision time into a single idea, server time, ~v~ich i~ a function of 
Gov. .~ssu~ng no interaction between net or~ dela~~ and server thne, the forrrnula for 
response delay is 
~~r~s~ _` D ~n~t + f {Nab} l ~~'~ 
~~here t~`~~t is netv~~or~. delay, and OV is number of vehicles. ~~ergng equation '1-2 
and 7- ~, 
ef~ne the reference value for D as half of a vehicle ~~idth. If the vehicle travel 
distance due to response delay is :not greater than h~ of a vehicle's width, c€illison's can be 
detected on theme. f f ~e cc►nservatively a .g~ine a standard car ~vdth as 5 feet, then the 
condition under hih a can guarantee ghat co~l~sions can be detected on time is: 
'fps an~ys ~, of curse a s~~eation In that it ~es~~nes that netorl~ delay is a 
constant. ~~ acc~~t ~~e f nt~or~ defy i as a tochst~c ~stbton of ties 
~eg~d ~~ ~ ~a :nd ~ ian~ce. ff the vary of del i ~~ re~atie to-the Wi n, hen 
~e a y~ls ho~~s~ t~~ cap hre Ito ~~ i~ ~ghly va :bl * ~~ n~a u~rh 
value fdr ~~o delay dud ~o~de ~e ' ~t, 
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During vehicle collision simulation, there is a wide range of vehicle velocities we are 
interested in. Table 7-1 shows the specific speeds that will be studied in this section. The `G' 
in first row represents speed for general vehicle. 
Table 7-1 Interested Vehicle Speed Range 
unit G 1 G2 G3 G F-1 Max 
1Vliles/h 60 90 120 150 225 300 
Feet/s 88 132 176 220 330 440 
Km/h 96 144 192 240 360 480 
m/s 26.7 40 53.3 66.7 100 133.4 
The relationship between allowed maximum response delay versus vehicle speeds 
based on formula 7-4 is shown in Figure 7-4 below. 
Maximum Response Quay vs. Speeds 
30.00 
,^ 2 .00 
a 20.00 
~ ~ S.00 
0 10.04 Q 
~ 5,40 
o.00 
4 3fl 60 90 120 150 180 214 240 270 300 330 
Speeds ~milesih) 
Figure 7.41tflax Response Delav ifs. Speeds 
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As we can see, the maximum response delay for which we can assure on time collision 
detection at vehicle speed of 150miles/h is 12ms. ~ SOmiles/h is a generous maximum speed for 
all but the most extreme situations involving automobiles. 
7.3. Response Delay in LAN 
Due to short distance of the 100GB LAIv in which the system was tested, the natural 
network delays were negligibly small relative to the response time limits shown in Figure 7-4. 
So for our purposes, the network delays can be ignored compared ~~ith the server time 
contribution. to response delay, In other wards, in testing the system on the dedicated LAIN, 
server time can be treated as equal to response delay. In this section, the relationship between 
response delay (or server time) in LAN and number of vehicles will be established based on 
the testing data shown in Table 7-2. Figure 7-5 is the linear regression line of response delay 
vs. NoV. 
Table 7-2 Response Delay in LAN vs. Number of Vehicles 
Number of Vehicles 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 
Average Res. Delay(ms) 0.4 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.4 3.0 
Figure 7-5 Response Delay in LAN vs. Number of Vehicles 
~~ 
Using JMI', we get a linear. regression Tine far average response delay in LAN on 
~~ oV. If consider the reasonable xnaxiniunz velocity of an automobile as 1 ~on~/h, this allows a 
nlaxin~.un~ response delay of 1~n~s. Based on figure ~-5, we can predict the maximum NoV 
which can be reliably simulated to be 32 by extrapolating the regression line. The prediction 
may not be accurate because larger NaV may introduce network traffic that may increase the 
network delay to signihcant levels, but it does allow us to say that up to 10 vehicles can be 
easily simulated on a high-speed L1~~N with great confidence. 
7.4. Response Delay in other Networks 
Table 7-3 Round Trip Time {RTT} far ~Tarious Network Types {Preload: 1000 bytes} 
Network LAN MAN Inter-city WAN Inter-continent 
RTT(ms) <1.0 1-5 5-20 20-100 100-250 
Table 7-3 above shows the rough RTT for L,P.~N, I~~.A►N, Inter-city network, w~!~N, 
and Inter-continental network. again, if we assun~ that a vehicles' maximum speed will stay 
below 1 ~oi~i/h, then the maximum response delay allowed is about 1 ems, This 't is well 
above the expected perforn~an:ce of the L~!~N and l~~.A~N networks. It is possible that even 
some inter-city networks may satisfy the network decay requirements. However, it is clear that 
the network architecture used in this thesis would be unsuitable for vehicle collision simulation 
in w~?~fi or inter-continental networks. 1Vloreover, when the simulation is n~.oved from a L1~~T 
environn~nt to a MA►.N or Inter-city network, the network delay itself becomes a signif cant 
contributor to overall response delay. Network delay in ~.~►~ or Inter--city is much larger 
than server tua~, so under the same simulation condition, the 1'~ToV d:e~clines dramatically. 
'fable 7-4 and ~'~gure ?-~ show the results of test of the response delay for different ~ToV in 
several networks with larger delays. 
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Table 7-4 Response Delay (ms) vs. NoV and Network Delay 
IV'oV 
I~Tetwork Deia~~ (ms) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 18 
0 0.4 1.2 5 1.5 1.7 5 2.0 2.4 3.0 
2 2.5 3.2 3.6 3.8 ~ 4.2 4.5 5.0 
5 5.4 6.1 6.6 6.9 7.1 7.5 8.1 
10 10.6 11.3 11.5 11.7 11.9 12.1 13.0 
Figure 7-6 Response Delay vs. NoV and Network Delay 
~~ 
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1. Conclusions 
This thesis presents the design, implementation and evacuation of a network-based 
vehicle collision detection and simulation system. The system as implemented includes all the 
components needed for doing a complete vehicle driving simulation. It supports multi-vehicle 
simulation in multiple places on a network. It supports vehicle-to-scene and vehicle-to- 
vehicle collision detection and response simulation. Additionally, it supports connection of 
heterogeneous vehicle dynamics models and image generators. 
The C~SG built-in hierarchy bounding volume and line segment to surface collision 
detection functionalities were used for vehicle-to-scene collision detection. This functionality 
was easily applicable and proved quite efficient far the vehicle collision model used in this 
thesis. Twa stages of collision detection, bounding circle and Cohen-Sutherland clipping, 
v~lere utilized to facilitate ef~~cient vehicle-to-vehicle collision detection. 
A simple, but robust and realistic vehicle-to-vehicle, including vehicle-to-scene, 
collision simulation algorithm was developed, based on coefficient of restitution presented by 
1Vlac~an. A friction model was added to simulate the static friction force. An adapted 
coefficient of restitution model was created to extend the functionalities of coeffcient of 
restitution (e) so that it could be used for simulating a passing through collision scenario in 
addition to a receding scenario. 
A nevv collision server was introduced, together with a network architecture to 
accommodate vehicle-to-vehicle collision detection and response simulation. The network.-
based collision algorit~ presented is capable of reproducing the collision behavior of two 
col; 'ding vehicles. bore importantly, it supplies consistent collision result for each collided 
vehicle based on the same collision. So vehicle responses in vehicle-to-vehicle collision are 
consistent, reasonable and realistic. 
11~ 
'the flexibility of connection bet~leen IG and vDi1/I allows users to choose different 
connection methods according tv different situations. An integrated ~G and v~M is the best 
choice fns sunple 3~ en~~ir. onments with a simple VDNI, because the wh©le system is snare 
cvxn~act and easy t© operate. however in more complex situations, separating the IG and 
is a better choice because it allv~~ls rendering and vehicle simulation to be computed in 
parallel. 'his .separation allows the system to more efficiently uti~~~e multiple compute 
resources to ensure adequate fra~rr~e rates for both the VDiVi and the IG . 
Vest and analysis showed that the network-based vehicle collision detection and 
si.~nulation system was capable of simulating up to 3o vehicles simultaneously on a dedicated 
14~Gb ~.~~I~T with vehicle speeds of up to 1 ~On~h. we also found that the collision simulation 
with 2-~ vehicles could done in networks with delays of 1C~~~s, the average delay for an 
intercity network. fihese results would substantially reduced in the presence of netw~►rk 
delays where the variapce of the delay is significant in comparison to the n~.ean delay. 
• '~'a p~ov~ vehicle ~~~ion ~~d:el 
~`he vehicle collision rnodel used in this thesis was sin~pl~ied to the four line segments 
of a rectangle. ~`hus collisions always happen in the rectangle plane that is vehicle yaw plane 
at the vehicle cg hc~ht. That moans -any barrier higher or lower than the vehicle's ~ height 
would not .generate ~. colsion. his ~ an obvious flaw of the shnplified ~~d~l~ ~ ~~rst €girder 
npro~e :~ent f€~r the model would bye to substitute a box fc~r the vehicle body, Mead o 
rect~~ngle~ :and a cep fob each: wheel.# '`his would hive a s fact on ~e collision 
co~utation~ but. we xct si~cant~y nre re~tic. 
~e shpli:he vehicle e~~si~n rn+ndel ~tkes severs s ~ta~nptons in con~putg the 
collision a once. ~e ~f ~hcn is that the c€~llision re~pon~s .are gipped in tie vehicle's yaw p 
plane at c~ height. This assumption may not reasonable .for collision cases that lift the vehicle 
ar turn the vehicle aver. A true ~D collision response simulation would be more reasonable in 
these cases than the simplified ~D model used in this thesis. T€~ irnplen3.ent 3D collision 
response calculation, a 3D vehicle collision model is needed. 
• 'T`o Separate vehicle-to-Scene Collision Calculation from vehicle-to-vehicle 
Collision Calculation 
Far simplicity reasons, the vehicle-to-scene and vehicle-to-vehicle collision calculation 
were both performed an the collision server. Because vehicle-ta-scene collision detection can 
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